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Junior Cycle Music Learning Outcomes
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Planning for Learning: Departmental Conversation

Learning Outcomes in Focus

Intended Learning
♪

Rhythm

♪

Notating Music

♪

Sight Reading

♪

Ostinato

♪

Mood Piece

♪

Music in Advertising

♪

Film Music

Planning for Learning: Individual Teacher
LEARNING INTENTIONS

SUCCESS CRITERIA

Are statements, for a lesson
or series of lessons, which
describe what the teacher
wants the students to know,
understand and be able to
do as a result of the learning
and teaching activities.

Are statements developed
by the teacher and/or
students and describe what
success looks like. They also
help the teacher and
student to make judgements
about the quality of student
learning.
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REFLECTION
Did the learning take place?
What worked well?
Challenges? Opportunities?
What? So What? Now What?

Finding the music in our Learning Outcomes
Learning Experiences

Charlie’s Rhythms

Charlie Chaplin (1889 – 1977)

Spooky Ostinatos

ACTIVITY 1:
Create a mood piece
using these spooky
ostinatos for use in
an advertisement for
a Halloween Party

ACTIVITY 2: Link these Learning Outcomes in Focus with one other learning
outcome from across the three interconnected strands
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Draft 3
For my Composition Portfolio

Spooky Ostinatos
Finding the music in our Learning Outcomes
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Finding the music in our Learning Outcomes
2.8 analyse the chordal structure of excerpts from a range of
songs and compile a list of songs with similar chord structures
and progressions

Songs with similar chord progressions

Vocal Band Mash-Up

ACTIVITY 3: Link the learning from 2.8 with 3-4 other learning outcomes from
across the three interconnected strands to start a new unit of learning
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Finding the music in our Learning Outcomes
1.9 demonstrate an understanding of a range of metres and pulses
through the use of body percussion or other means of movement

Methodologies to scaffold this learning

Feel the Samba Beat

ACTIVITY 4: Link the learning from 1.9 with 3-4 other learning outcomes from
across the three interconnected strands to start a new unit of learning
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Digital Learning Technologies utilised today include …

Padlet

Garageband

iMovie

Musescore

Embedding DLT into our classroom practice
To Loop in Musescore
Set loop
IN position

1. Open the Play Panel – F11.
2. Select the note from which you want playback to
start and click on the ‘set loop in position’ button.
The Loop Playback button is now active.
3. Select the last note of the desired playback and
click on the ‘set loop out position’ button.
4. Press the Play button and your loop will start.

Set loop
OUT position

Mixer and Processing Effects in Musescore
1. Instrument – I
2. Mixer – F10

3. Volume – Balance each track for playback
4. Panning – Bass Trombone to pan right
5. Panning – Vibraphone to pan left
6. Reverb – Add to the Bass parts
7. Chorus – Add Chorus to the Vibraphone

______________________________________________________________________
Contact details
Administrative Office:

Director’s Office:

All resources are on our website: www.jct.ie

Monaghan Ed. Centre,

LMETB,

For all queries please contact:

Armagh Road,
Monaghan.
www.metc.ie

Chapel Street,
Dundalk

Follow us on Twitter
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info@jct.ie
@JctMusicEdu

